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Remediation Alternatives
• Avoid it whenever possible!
• Remove and place it below the water table and/or
an impermeable cap as soon as possible.
– Don’t leave ASS exposed more than several weeks
– Add a lime coating to exposed surfaces immediately to retard
onset of “fast reaction” when pH drops below 4.5.
– Ensure that the fill will not receive oxygenated groundwater
from upgradient; isolate it.
– Simply placing it below a vegetated cap will not keep longterm acidic water from moving downgradient. The bugs that
do this work only need 1% O2 p.p.
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Lime and Organic Amendments
• Determine potential acidity via ABA or other appropriate
measures and bulk-blend the lime with the acid forming
materials at 1.25 x.
– The mining industry commonly adds lime at 2x to 3x ABA
values to ensure long term AMD control
– Use state certified agricultural lime (Ca/MgCO3) per label. If
you choose to use Ca(OH)2 or CaO, calculate rates carefully and
avoid contact with eyes, etc.
– Simply liming the surface layer of a fill or adding limed layers
in a pancake approach is not effective in the long-term at
limiting deeper acid formation
– Appropriate organic amendments like stable yardwaste compost
work synergistically with lime. We recommend 25 to 50 dry
tons per acre incorporated. Heavy P applications also help.

Acid Mine Drainage (AMD) from a
coal waste valley fill that had been
revegetated for > 10 years.
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Lime and Organic Amendments
• Hybrid approaches such as adding a “lime blanket” at 10
to 15 tons per acre beneath a returned topsoil layer (6 to
12”) can be quite effective at revegetation, but may not
limit downslope acid discharge seeps.
• Beware of “voodoo juice” approaches involving antimicrobial agents, other “magic bugs” or particularly
“liquid lime” recommended at gallons per acre vs. tons.
• Don’t let anyone tell you that your solution is the use of
acid tolerant vegetation. Unless you want to grow
Phragmites sp. and periodically flood your site, nothing
else works.
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Stafford Airport Project
• A mixture of lime-stabilized biosolids (24 to
52% CCE) was applied in March, April and
early May of 2002.
• Loading rates were based on predicted lime
requirements of the sulfidic soils and ranged
from 20 to 100 T/Acre. Average loading rate
was around 35 tons per acre or 15 tons of
lime per acre.
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Area revegetated in late May as it
appeared in July, 2002. Unfortunately,
April through October of 2002 was the
hottest/driest period on record.

Same view of Stafford Airport after a
reasonable weather year. Second-order
stream draining left hand side of this
picture recovered from pH 3.5 to 7.2 over
this period of time.
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Soil acidity after reclamation
samples collected September 2003
o Surface soil pH: 6.10 - 7.77
average = 7.26.
o Subsurface soil pH: 2.71 - 4.56
average = 3.49.
o A productive topsoil was established but
continued maintenance will be necessary.
o A limited number of acidic sidehill seeps
persist today

Aerial photo of Stafford Regional Airport: 2004
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Great Oaks Subdivision in
Fredericksburg Virginia
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In the late
summer of 2005
a homeowner in
Fredericksburg
contacted us…

… to find out how
he could make his
yard grow.

Similar to Stafford Airport
we did a PPA test on his soil,
which yielded values as high
as 38 ton CaCO3/ac. But
you can’t spread biosolids in
a subdivision!

We recommended:
• 25 – 30 ton/ac lime
• 300 lbs/ac P
• compost if possible
• topsoil was also applied
Cost ~ $7000
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Remediated yard, summer 2006
Neighbor’s yard, Summer 2006
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Acid sulfate materials from dredging in Queensland mangrove area.

• Verification testing
• Compact soil
• Go again
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Spread the aglime,
Guard layer of aglime
mix it in,
Placetesting
ASS on guard layer
verification
& then go again!

Pb/Zn smelter slag site in Katowice Poland in 1994. Materials
were 3 to 10% total-Zn, > 1000 ppm water soluble Zn, and > 90
ppm water soluble Cd.
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Site in August of 2004, 10 years after application of lime and biosolids. Bare
strips are untreated alleys. Some trees were planted, many invaded.
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Mitigation of Direct Acid
Attack on Concrete and Metal
(1) Utilization of sulfate resistant concrete (e.g.
Type V) to minimize direct sulfate hydroxy salt
hydration effects.
(2) Use of appropriate coatings to limit acid
dissolution of cement and infiltration of mixed
cation-sulfate solutions.
(3) Use PVC where possible?
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Concrete Coatings
Various asphalt formulations; VOC issues with many
Epoxy resins with fillers or glass fibers,
Plasticized PVC,
Polyester resins,
Multiple coats of linseed oil.
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